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AUB congratulates 
winners of Al-Hassad 
weekly draw 
KUWAIT: In accordance with full preventive
guidelines and measures set by health authorities,
Ahli United Bank (AUB) held the weekly draw of
May 26, 2021 of Al-Hassad Islamic account, which
is the very first draw account in Islamic banking in
Kuwait and has won the “Best Savings Product in
Kuwait 2019” by the prestigious Banker Middle
East Magazine for the numerous unique features it
provides. Al-Hassad Islamic account offers over
750 prizes over a 12-month period and has
reshaped the lives of thousands lucky winners.

The Bank had announced 20 winners of KD
1,000 as follows: Sabeeha Abduljabbar Ahmad,
Fares Mohammed Al-Saadah, Fareedah Qablan Al-
Shammari, Qadreyah Abdulrazzaq Ahmadi, Hazaah
Saad Shbairam, Abdulrazaq Khtheir Kamal, Lulwa
Mohamed Al-Dakhil, Hilal Eskandar Muawad,
Hamad Mohammad Al-Hay, Kholoud Suliman Al-
Ajiri, Mansour Dhaidan Al-Otaibi, Sadaq Sulaiman
Al- Sairafi, Mariam Ali Hasan, Sadaq Sulaiman Al-
Sairafi , Mariam Ali Hasan, Nasser Karem
Humaidan, Fatemah Hasan Shah,  Mohammad Sid
Al-Shakhs, Elham Hamad Al-Hasan, Ahmad Yousef
Al-Failakawi, Saritha Aliex Monteiro and Latifah
Abdulwahab Al-Muhaini.

The draws of Al-Hassad include several cash
prizes, such as KD 100,000 each Eid and the
grand quarterly draw of KD 250,000 prize which
continues to be a key aspiration for customers
who are wishing to fulfill their dreams. Al Hassad
offers 20 weekly prizes of KD 1,000 for each win-
ner. In addition to this attractive package of
rewards, Al-Hassad Islamic account incorporates a
Wakala contract for projected annual profits, mak-
ing this account beneficial to all customer seg-
ments that are aspiring to build their short and
long-term savings through a unique savings
account with many advantages. 

Furthermore, for the first time in Kuwait, the
AUB Al-Hassad presents the “Privilege Draw”,
which is a quarterly draw of KD 25,000 exclusive-
ly for Al-Hassad customers who maintained their
balances for more than one year and have not won
a prize in the past five years. For all draws, the
clients are eligible for one draw chance for each
KD 50 deposited in their Al-Hassad account.

It is worth mentioning that Al-Hassad Islamic
account has won the “Best Savings Product in
Kuwait 2019” by the prestigious Banker Middle
East Magazine for the numerous unique features it
provides. Such features include the simplest and
easiest program, highest number of winners,
largest prize value, unique draws during Eid Al-
Fitr and Eid Al-Adha, loyalty multipliers, unique
online account opening feature, transparent draws
held during radio shows with live broadcast on the
Bank’s social media platforms.  

KUWAIT: NBK’s Group Digital Office won the
award of Best Financial Innovation Lab in Kuwait
for 2021 in the annual survey conducted by the
international Global Finance magazine based on the
input from a large panel of experts, analysts, con-
sultants and corporate executives around the world.

NBK is the first bank in Kuwait to receive this
prestigious award, which comes in recognition of
the successful initiatives launched by the bank as
part of its digital transformation roadmap with a
view to uplift the services provided to its cus-
tomers. This year’s awards honor the leading players
and emerging trends in fostering FinTech innovation
including labs run by banks, governments, venture
capitalists, universities and NGOs.

Global Finance announced the winners from
innovative institutions, exceptional labs, banks and
FinTechs, as well as the innovations in original new
products and services from seven global regions
(Africa, Asia Pacific, Central & Eastern Europe,
Latin America, the Middle East, North America and
Western Europe).

It is worth mentioning that NBK’s Group Digital

Office with the Digital Factory organization under
its umbrella is the largest financial technology
accelerator in the region, which plays a key role in
driving the bank’s digital transformation strategy by
enabling it to foresee future growth opportunities
related to FinTech domain. With a broad network
spanning 4 continents and 15 countries worldwide,
NBK acts as an incubator and meeting point for
innovators and emerging companies in the FinTech
ecosystem through the new Digital Factory estab-
lished as per the highest standards adopting the
creative thinking approach as a key basis.

Digital innovation is also a key pillar of the
bank’s strategy to maintain its leading position in
digital banking services, regionally and globally, by
transferring and implementing the most advanced
technologies in banking services across all its
operations.

Global Finance, founded in 1987 and headquar-
tered in New York, is one of the most reputable
magazines specialized in finance and economics. It
has a circulation of 50,000 readers in 191 countries
around the world, including senior corporate and

financial officers responsible for making investment
and strategic decisions at multinational companies
and financial institutions.

The magazine conducts various surveys annually
about innovation and profitability for banks and
financial institutions all over the world, based on
which it selects top performers on the regional and
international levels.

NBK receives 2021 Best Financial 
Innovation Lab in Kuwait award

KFH launches 
summer campaign 
with KFH Visa cards
KUWAIT: Kuwait Finance House “KFH” launched
“Ready for summer?” campaign. New and advanta-
geous cards giving customers a unique experience
and several chances to win valuable prizes when
using KFH Visa Cards and giving KFH products and
services an added value and a pioneering position.  

The campaign shall continue for three months till
August 18 this year, thus providing unique chances to
win Fliteboard or Sea Ray boats to 13 of KFH cus-
tomers. The customer shall get a chance to enter the
draw upon using KFH Visa Credit or Prepaid cards as
follows: One chance to enter the draw for every KD 1 of
total local purchases, where Debit, Credit & Prepaid
VISA cards holder will get 10 chances to enter the
draw for every KD 1 of total international purchases
(including online purchase transactions in foreign cur-
rency).

KFH shall, under the supervision of the Ministry of
Commerce & Industry representative, conduct 10
weekly draws on Fliteboard boats and three monthly
draws on Sea Ray Boats.

The Group GM - Retail Banking Khaled Al-Shamlan
emphasized that the launch of the campaign “Ready for
summer?” reiterates KFH keenness and interest in
enhancing KFH customers banking experience and

achieving a pioneering position in the banking cards
market in Kuwait. The bank seeks always to provide
easy and safe payment solutions to customers and grant
them prizes for using the cards locally and externally.  

He added in his speech during the press confer-
ence held to announce the launch of the campaign
that KFH is keen on designing a fully integrated cam-
paign to fulfil customers’ aspirations during summer
considering summer difficulties and the wish of many
customers to spend their vacation in Kuwait .
Accordingly, KFH has taken the initiatives to study
market and society requirements and introduce
products that would achieve customers’ aspirations. 

He noted that the campaign shall contribute to the
enhancement of cards usage in the local market and
increase sales while prizes shall give fair and equal
opportunities to customers. He reiterated that efforts
shall continue, in cooperation with Visa, to plan and
execute several similar campaigns which shall reflect
positively on customers’ satisfaction, usage ratios and
expansion of KFH market share in the field of all types
of cards. 

Efforts shall continue to enhance payment solutions
and execute KFH strategy to go ahead with digital
banking and to adopt FINTECH solutions in in banking
transactions as per the highest quality and security
standards. 

The Group Acting DGM - Banking Cards, Talal Al-
Arbeed indicated that “Ready for summer?” campaign
is just a continuation of the series of campaigns which
KFH has launched and which have achieved remarkable
success among customers eg the campaign “KFH Key
Visa in Europe” , the campaign “Discover the world with

KFH Visa Cards”, the campaign “Enjoy a unique experi-
ence in London”, the campaign “KFH Key Card in
Turkey” and many other campaigns which have made
remarkable success and participated in enhancing cus-
tomers satisfaction and rewarding them. 

Al-Arbeed noted in his speech during the press con-
ference that KFH has achieved outstanding distinction
in the digital banking aspect, referring to the “Digital
Wallet” service on smart phones and watches, thus
providing the most modern smart digital payment
methods at the highest levels of security in cooperation
with “Samsung”, “Fitbit” and “Garmin. KFH cardholders
of all types are now able to enjoy the smart payment
methods easily and safely only by passing the devise or
smart watch to the POS compatible with NFC technol-
ogy locally and globally. 

DHAMAN continues 
supporting MoH 
COVID vaccine efforts
KUWAIT: Health
Assurance Hospitals
Company (DHAMAN)
launched an initiative to
further support the
Ministry of Health’s
(MoH) continued efforts
to expedite vaccinating
as many members of
the population against
COVID-19.

DHAMAN Acting

CEO Dr Mohammad Al-Qenai said: DHAMAN
introduced a number of tangible initiatives to sup-
port the efforts of MoH and the medical sector as a
whole in Kuwait, which are part of social responsi-
bility and the Company fulfilling its role towards the
society.

Al-Qenai added: As part of these initiatives, the

Company expressed its absolute readiness to MoH
to allocate DHAMAN Primary Healthcare Center
(PHC) in Dhajeej as one of the integrated centers to
vaccinate the employees and labor of private sector
companies, with the aim of expediting the vaccina-
tion process against the COVID-19 virus and con-
tributing to protecting the community

Wipro appoints 
BPG Dubai as 
media strategist
DUBAI: WIPRO Yardley FZE, the Middle East arm of
the consumer products business, a significant player in
personal care and home care consumer product seg-
ments in the region, has appointed BPG Dubai to lead
media planning and buying for its Middle East brand

campaigns. Wipro products have a large consumer
base across Arab and Asian communities in the region,
and navigating this complex space has always been a
challenge and an opportunity for growth. The company
also has ambitious expansion plans that required an
agile, innovative and disruptive partner such as BPG.

Addressing the appointment, Arun Giridhar, Vice
President-MENA Wipro Yardley FZE, said: “We have a
very steep growth agenda in the region with our
uniquely positioned brands in categories across body
care, home and hygiene segments. With rapidly chang-
ing consumer trends in a prolonged disruptive phase,
we felt the strong need to bring in a fresh and disrup-

tive perspective. We clearly felt that we had to revisit
various aspects of how we communicate with con-
sumers and sharpen the way we reach them in an opti-
mum and impactful manner. We saw this appetite to
challenge the status quo in the BPG team. What excited
us the most was their strategic approach backed by
data and logic. We look forward to this partnership.”

Avi Bhojani, CEO, BPG, added: “Wipro is a well-
known brand with great products that deserves to
reach every household in the region. It is an innovative
company and we share a similar DNA with our ideas-
driven approach. We believe in simple yet impactful
solutions that work as a huge multiplier for our clients’

efforts. Our strength lies in our people at BPG, as well
as our experience within multiple product and con-
sumer segments. We are looking forward to supporting
Wipro through this exciting and rewarding journey.” 

Dr Mohammad Al-Qenai

2020/2021 proves 
transformational 
for AVEVA 
DUBAI: AVEVA, a global leader in industrial software, driving
digital transformation and sustainability, announced its results
for the year ended March 31, 2021 (FY21).  The results showed
that AVEVA had made strategic, financial, and operational
progress in the face of the pandemic.  

The last year proved transformational for AVEVA.  The
Group was quick to react to the COVID crisis, rapidly moving
employees to remote working and conducting business transac-
tions virtually.  Evolving how it operated it demonstrated the
resilience and strength of both the business and its relationships
with customers. Today, AVEVA is a stronger and better posi-
tioned business, with a more diversified customer base.  It has a
fundamental role to play to in supporting customers’ energy
transition and environmental efficiency journeys.

Alongside the successful navigation of the global pandemic,
AVEVA completed the transformational $5bn acquisition of
OSIsoft in March 2021. This acquisition established AVEVA as a
clear global leader bringing together industrial software appli-
cations with the market leading industrial data platform.

Industrial Digitalisation Driving Significant 
Growth as well Sustainability 

The ongoing digitalisation of the industrial world continues

to be a fundamental demand driver for AVEVA’s software.
Strong Subscription growth continued, and the Group also
delivered Software as a Service (SaaS) to customers at increas-
ing scale.  Despite the challenging macro-economic environ-
ment, AVEVA continued to invest in its future growth by
increasing investment in areas of its world class technology and
software, such as AI and Cloud.

While digital transformation remains at the core of cus-
tomers’ decisions to adopt AVEVA’s solutions, the compa-
ny is also making a strong contribution to sustainability
through its products. For example, the remote deployment
of AVEVA Unified Operations Centre enabled Saudi
Aramco to monitor emissions and optimise energy usage;
while Neste, the world’s leading producer of renewable
diesel and sustainable aviation fuel, used AVEVA’s Unified
Supply Chain to drive collaboration between its remote
teams, boosting efficiency. Several of AVEVA’s EPC cus-
tomers used AVEVA Unified Engineering to help pioneer
hydrogen production designs while other engineering
companies use our software for offshore windfarms.

Strong Customer Business Strengthens 
AVEVA’s Market Leadership

Whilst the pandemic had a direct impact on planned
capital projects being postponed, demand shift from 3D
design software to project execution software grew:

l Engineering, which contributed 42 percent of revenue
during the year, saw significant contract wins with EPC’s
such as Wood, Worley, and Petrofac. Likewise, demand
shift to plant operations led to an increase in orders from
owner operators managing engineering information as the

core of the digital ization
strategy within their existing
plant facilities. There were a
number of significant wins
including with Shell and BHP
Group, while we also had an
increase in orders from the
Power End market with sig-
nificant contract wins from
companies including EDF.

l Monitoring & Control
represented 32 percent of
AVEVA’s total revenue as
customers continued to
focus on operations efficiency, remote operations, and col-
laboration. AVEVA also saw strength in mid-stream Oil &
Gas with as a result, there were several O&G wins includ-
ing from SoCalGas. In other sectors AVEVA also achieved
significant order wins from customers including BHP
Group.

l Asset Performance Management represented 14 per-
cent of total revenue with AVEVA winning its first mining
customer in APM and continued a substantial global roll
out with an Energy major.

l Planning & Operations represented 12 percent of
total revenue with growth supported by sales of Supply
Chain planning solutions to help customers in the Energy
sector operate efficiently in the context of the disrupted
market.  There was also growth in the Food & Beverage
and Metals and Mining sectors for Manufacturing
Execution software.

Peter Herwek

Khaled Al-Shamlan with Talal Al-Arbeed


